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Abstract – Mirror self-recognition (MSR) is considered an indicator of self-awareness. Standardized mirror tests 

reveal compelling evidence for MSR in a few non-human species, including all great apes. However, substantial 

inter-individual variation of MSR within species resulted in an ongoing methodological controversy, questioning the 

appropriateness of standard MSR tests for cross-species comparisons. Lack of motivation, in particular, is discussed 

as one possible cause for false negative results. Here, we compare the spontaneous behavioral response of 47 zoo-

housed chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) to (i) standard body-sized, stationary mirrors and (ii) small, portable hand 

mirrors. We predicted that the monopolizability and maneuverability of small mirrors increase the chances of 

identifying MSR across a larger proportion of individuals. Chimpanzees both revealed a substantially higher 

frequency of general mirror-related behaviors and engaged in significantly more and longer behaviors specifically 

indicating MSR when provided with small mirrors compared to a large mirror. Handheld mirrors provide a more 

sensitive measure for MSR within and likely between primate species than the traditional large mirrors, and thereby 

are a potentially valuable tool for studying self-awareness across species. 

 

Keywords – Mirror self-recognition, Comparative cognitive research, Primates, Self-awareness, Mirror test, 

Cognition 

 

 

 Humans across cultures recognize their specular reflection as their own (mirror self-recognition, 

MSR) (Broesch et al., 2011; Kärtner et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2004; Priel & de Schonen, 1986), which is 

widely considered an indicator of self-awareness (Asendorpf et al., 1996; Bard et al., 2006; Rochat et al., 

2012; Suddendorf & Butler, 2013). The ability for MSR emerges around the second year of life, indicated 

by the shift from mirror-directed behavior to self-directed actions (mirror-guided self-exploration, SE) 

(Amsterdam, 1972). Ontogenetic trajectories of behaviors indicating MSR vary depending on socio-

cultural influences, e.g., parenting styles (Kärtner et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2004), though not on mirror 

familiarity (Priel & de Schonen, 1986).  

Other animals, including fish, birds, and mammals also spontaneously respond to their image in 

mirrors and other reflective surfaces, predominantly with social behaviors commensurate with those 

shown to conspecifics or with other mirror-directed behaviors like, e.g., exploring the mirror (Gallup Jr., 

1968). However, in most species, SE does not occur (Gallup Jr., 1968; Gallup Jr. & Anderson, 2019) – 
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even after long periods of mirror exposure (Anderson, 1984). These observations have supported claims 

that MSR is a uniquely human ability. However, mirror test results with nonhuman great apes (from now 

on referred to as ‘great apes’) may contradict these claims (Reiss & Morrison, 2017). In contrast to lesser 

apes (Hylobatidae) and monkeys (Anderson, 1984; Suddendorf & Collier-Baker, 2009), chimpanzees 

(Pan troglodytes), bonobos (Pan paniscus) and orangutans (Pongo spp.) show spontaneous SE of 

otherwise hard to see body parts and/or explore a mark surreptitiously placed on such a body part, the so-

called ‘mark test’ (Bard et al., 2006; Gallup Jr., 1970; Krachun et al., 2019; Lethmate & Dücker, 1973; 

Lin et al., 1992; Povinelli et al., 1993; Robert, 1986; Suarez & Gallup, 1981; Walraven et al., 1995; 

Westergaard & Hyatt, 1994). Amongst all tested non-human animals, great apes demonstrate the most 

consistent and well-replicated evidence for MSR (except for gorillas (Gorilla gorilla); see e.g., Anderson 

& Gallup Jr., 2015; Swartz & Evans, 1994).  

While MSR is a universal human trait, intriguingly, in most studies, less than half of great apes 

demonstrated compelling evidence for MSR. This raised an ongoing controversy concerning 

methodological issues of MSR tests possibly generating false negatives (Anderson & Gallup Jr., 2015; de 

Veer & van den Bos, 1999; de Waal, 2019; Gallup Jr. et al., 1995; Gallup Jr. & Anderson, 2019; Heyes, 

1994, 1995; Kohda et al., 2019; Schilhab, 2004). Methodological criticisms regarding MSR tests 

frequently refer to: (i) criteria for MSR being ambiguous, (ii) the possibility of systematic false negatives 

due to test designs ignoring species-specific characteristics, and (iii) varying motivation to interact with 

mirrors having a significant impact on detecting MSR abilities (de Veer & van den Bos, 1999). Here, we 

investigate a modified method suitable for comparative studies with primates, which aims to reduce false 

negatives. 

Several studies in different species considered direct physical access to the mirror as an important 

factor stimulating MRB because it allowed tactile examination and looking behind the mirror (Anderson, 

1984; Gallup Jr., 1994; Reiss & Morrison, 2017). In addition, the mirror size was usually adapted to the 

body size of the study species (e.g., Anderson & Roeder, 1989; Baragli et al., 2017; Gallup Jr., 1968; 

Plotnik et al., 2006; Prior & Schwarz, 2008; Reiss & Marino, 2001; Vanhooland et al., 2020). In contrast, 

other characteristics of the mirrors, especially their mobility and controllability by the individual, which 

Gallup (1994, p. 40) referred to as an “obvious extension,” are rarely considered. One of the few 

informative studies with primates in this respect showed that small, stationary mirrors elicited less social 

responses than large, vertical mirrors in capuchins (Cebus apella, Anderson & Roeder, 1989). Moreover, 

small, portable mirrors stimulated more frequent and diverse mirror-related behaviors, MRB. This is also 

described in an early study with patas monkeys (Erythrocebus patas; Hall, 1962). Furthermore, a century 

ago, Köhler reported a high motivation in chimpanzees to manipulate and interact with small mirrors 

(Köhler, 1926). However, Köhler did not describe frequencies of MRB or compare the chimpanzees’ 

interactions with small mirrors to those with large mirrors.  

Another factor that is likely to have some impact refers to the actual context; i.e., whether the test 

is conducted with individuals being separated from their social group or within their social group. The 

former provides more controlled conditions in terms of reduced opportunities for distraction and 

guaranteed access to the mirror. However, the latter offers the advantage that participants can observe the 

MRB of other individuals as well as potentially others’ reflections, which might facilitate learning about 

mirror usage (Gallup Jr., 1994; Gallup Jr. et al., 1980). Other, and in our view even more important, 

advantages of a social setting are that no stress is induced due to separations, and that the animals can 

explore a mirror like any other new enrichment object. Furthermore, when provided with several mirrors 

at a time, data of more than one individual can be collected simultaneously. Methodological challenges of 

group tests, such as non-independency of individuals within a group or potential, hierarchy-based bias in 

access to a mirror, can be met, for example, by appropriate statistical methods (e.g., mixed model 

approaches). Additionally, providing several mirrors can reduce competition (for a discussion of tests in 

social settings, see Cronin et al., 2017). Especially, but not exclusively, those studies applying the mark 

test (Gallup Jr., 1970) followed the single-individual/separation approach (e.g., Gallup Jr., 1970; 

Povinelli, 1989; Prior & Schwarz, 2008; Robert, 1986), while others chose the social setting (e.g., de Veer 

et al., 2003; Lin et al., 1992; Povinelli et al., 1993; Reiss & Marino, 2001; Westergaard & Hyatt, 1994). 
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Some studies also used a combination of both settings, e.g., the social setting for an initial mirror 

exposure and the single-individual setting for the mark test (Vanhooland et al., 2020), or changed from a 

single-individual to a social setting when separations caused stress in an individual (Mahovetz et al., 

2016).    

We suggest that using small, portable mirrors provides a simple, but promising way to address 

methodological problems discussed for mirror tests with primates: (i) Individuals can actively reposition 

handheld mirrors while engaging in SE to maximize visibility of the target body part. This coordinated 

hand-eye action provides a clear criterion for differentiating SE from other self-directed behaviors. (ii) 

Presenting small instead of body-sized mirrors might be less likely to trigger aggressive mirror-directed 

responses, which might prevent individuals from further interactions with the mirror because small 

mirrors do not reflect the entire body. (iii) Being portable and controllable objects, small mirrors might 

increase the interest in exploring and manipulating them. Furthermore, if a group of primates is provided 

with enough hand mirrors, each individual will be able to monopolize one of them. This reduces 

competition over possession and enables investigation at one’s own pace and at the preferred location. 

Taken together, mirrors that are directly accessible, monopolizable, and maneuverable provided in a 

social setting might facilitate spontaneous MRB (Gallup Jr., 1994). These advantages may increase self-

motivated and self-reinforced learning of the contingencies of mirror use (Reiss & Morrison, 2017), 

which might increase the likelihood of recognizing the reflection as their own, expressed as SE.   

In the present study, we compared the behavioral responses of socially housed chimpanzees  

(N = 47) towards a large, stationary mirror with those towards small hand mirrors. Based on the 

considerations outlined above, we hypothesized that small, portable and maneuverable mirrors are more 

likely to elicit MRB in general and SE in particular than large, stationary mirrors. Accordingly, we made 

the following predictions: (P1) Chimpanzees demonstrate a greater proportion of time engaging with hand 

mirrors as compared to large mirrors. (P2) More chimpanzees engage in SE and for a greater proportion 

of time with small mirrors as compared to large mirrors. We suggest that changing the methodology by 

using portable and controllable small mirrors instead of a stationary large mirror will provide more 

informative results in future studies on MSR abilities in primates and other species that are able to 

maneuver hand mirrors.  

Method 

Subjects 

 

We conducted the mirror tests in seven groups of chimpanzees housed in six German zoos in 

Berlin, Halle, Heidelberg, Leipzig, Magdeburg and Wuppertal from July to December 2019, with group 

sizes ranging from two to 19 individuals. In total, 47 chimpanzees (29 females, 18 males; age range: 1.5-

53 years, M = 29 years) participated in this study. All but four chimpanzees were older than 9 years when 

tested and thereby above the age in which MSR is expected to emerge (Povinelli et al., 1993). Of the four 

immature individuals, two were 1.5 years old and the others were 3.5 and 4.5 years old. Although we did 

not expect the youngest infants to demonstrate SE, we did not exclude them from the analyses because we 

were interested in all MRB that large and small mirrors elicited. (See Table S1 for details about the 

individuals.) 

With regard to prior experience, we cannot claim that the individuals were truly naïve with 

respect to their specular image or reflective surfaces in general, especially given that 2/3 of the 

individuals had already been living in human care for more than 20 years when tested. Most of them 

probably have had access to a mirror or other highly reflective surfaces at some time in their lives, which 

is likely true for all zoo populations. In addition, all enclosures had at least one glass windowpane, which 

was slightly reflective. However, both test setups used in the present study were new to the chimpanzees. 
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Materials 

 

For the Large mirror condition, we attached two plain, rectangular, rimless mirrors directly next 

to each other to the outside of an enclosure’s glass pane using duct tape to create one body-sized mirror 

surface (minimum 100 x 80 cm, maximum 120 x 100 cm). For the Small mirrors condition, we 

distributed shatterproof hand mirrors throughout the enclosure. The hand mirrors consisted of a 

rectangular transparent pane of polycarbonate (12 x 8 x 0.6 cm; edges rounded), with mirror foil stuck to 

one side. In order to limit competition over possession, the number of mirrors equaled the number of 

individuals per group.  

We recorded all test sessions on video using observer operated digital video cameras on tripods 

(Panasonic HC-V777, HDC-X929, SD9CJ and JVC Everio), and additionally a GoPro Hero 3 attached to 

a window pane of the enclosure for some groups. The number of cameras used in a session depended on 

the group and enclosure size. Video files were saved in MP4/720p and MOD format, respectively. 

Procedure 

 

Data Collection 

 

We tested each group on four separate days for one hour per day. Tests took mainly place during 

the morning. On test days one and two, we applied the Large mirror condition, on test days three and 

four, the Small mirrors condition. Since the present study was part of a larger project that required a 

standardized procedure with the same test order for all individuals, we did not counterbalance the order of 

the conditions across groups. Moreover, our seven study groups varied considerably with respect to group 

size (ranging from 2 to 19 individuals) and age structure (Mage ± SD ranging from 19.7 ± 7.2 years to 46.7 

± 1.5 years), and all immatures were in one group (Table S1). Given that these variables were unbalanced 

on the group level, we did not consider varying the order of conditions across groups as a methodological 

improvement for this study. Hence, we accounted for two alternative potential biases that could arise in 

the results: First, increased familiarity with a mirror surface over time might increase the likelihood for 

SE to occur. Second, providing novel objects like portable small mirrors was expected to trigger mirror-

related exploration and manipulation, especially in such a curious species as chimpanzees (Anderson & 

Roeder, 1989; Gallup Jr., 1994; Köhler, 1926; Paquette & Prescott, 1988; Westergaard & Fragaszy, 

1985). This in turn might increase the likelihood to detect contingencies between the own body/face 

movements and the mirror image and thereby potentially facilitate SE (Gallup Jr., 1994; Reiss & 

Morrison, 2017). Considering that (i) all chimpanzees sampled probably had some experience with their 

reflections, (ii) interest in a mirror was likely to decrease rather quickly (Anderson & Roeder, 1989; 

Povinelli et al., 1993), and (iii) most of the chimpanzees that revealed compelling MSR in the Povinelli et 

al. (1993) study performed SE within the first 20 min of mirror exposure, we expected a potential novelty 

effect of small mirrors having a greater impact on MRB than an increased familiarity with the reflection 

over time. Therefore, in order to prevent a bias towards the predicted outcome, we presented the large 

mirror first. In our statistical analysis, we compared the chimpanzees’ interest in interacting with a mirror 

on the one hand between conditions and on the other hand between sessions within conditions to account 

for both potential order effects.  

For the Large mirror condition, we attached the mirror outside of a glass pane facing the 

enclosure – well visible from the chimpanzees’ perspective and with enough space in front of it to allow 

several individuals at a time to access the mirror. For the Small mirrors condition, we distributed as many 

mirrors as individuals were in the respective group throughout the enclosure. Thus, all chimpanzees had 

potentially the opportunity to pick up a mirror.  

A session started when the chimpanzees entered the enclosures and ended after one hour. In some 

cases when the chimpanzees did not exchange the mirrors for a reward after one hour, the mirrors 
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remained inside the enclosure until the group went to a different enclosure (e.g., the outdoor enclosure) 

shortly afterwards. Each session was continuously video-recorded by one to four observers, depending on 

group size. 

 

Data Coding 

 

We video-coded spontaneous MRB using the all-occurrences sampling method (Altmann, 1974) 

and a coding scheme adapted from Povinelli et al. (1993) and implemented in BORIS version 7.9 (Friard 

& Gamba, 2016). Behaviors included, e.g., holding, manipulating, or exploring the mirror, social 

responses to the reflection, watching the reflection, contingent movements and SE (see Table S2 for 

details). We coded the onset and offset for each MRB, so we could calculate both the frequencies of MRB 

and their respective duration. Furthermore, we coded the time at which an individual entered and left the 

range of a mirror where MRB was possible. An individual was considered as being within range when 

located within a predefined three-dimensional area (2 x 5 x 2 m) in front of a large mirror (adapted from 

Povinelli et al., 1993) or within arm’s reach of a non-occupied small mirror.  

We classified only SE as a convincing criterion for MSR (Povinelli et al., 1993). Given the 

considerably shorter time of mirror exposure in our study (4 x 1 hr) compared to previous studies (e.g., 

five days for 6-8 hr each, Povinelli et al., 1993), we did not differentiate between compelling and 

ambiguous MSR evidence depending on a minimum number and total duration of SE instances. Instead, 

we suggest that those individuals that demonstrated SE only once in this short time were likely to show 

compelling evidence of MSR with additional testing. 

Following an intensive training phase, 30 min of video footage was coded by all four coders in 

order to assess inter-rater reliability. We used a function implemented in BORIS, which calculated the 

inter-rater agreement for SE, other MRB and the location relative to the range of a mirror based on a time 

interval comparison (time interval = 1 s). There was very good agreement among the raters (Cohen’s 

kappa coefficient  (Cohen, 1960) with unclear cases being considered: M ± SD = 0.92 ± 0.05; with 

unclear cases being excluded: M ± SD = 0.94 ± 0.02). 

 

Data Analysis 

 

For data analysis, we used statistics software R version 3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020) with the 

additional packages car, glmmTMB, exactRankTests, sfsmisc and ggplot2 (Brooks et al., 2017; Fox & 

Weisberg, 2019; Hothorn & Hornik, 2019; Maechler, 2020; Wickham, 2016). Due to skewed distributed 

data, we report medians (Mdn) and interquartile ranges (IQR) unless indicated otherwise.  

We used a GLMM with Beta distribution, logit link function and zero-inflation (R function 

glmmTMB, Brooks et al., 2017) to investigate possible influences on the proportion of time spent on 

MRB in the total time of a session (conditional component) and on whether MRB is demonstrated at all 

(zero-inflation component). Into the model, we included Condition (Large mirror/Small mirrors) as the 

test predictor and controlled for Session (first/second), Age and Sex (fixed effects) as well as Individual 

and Group (random effects). Session was included to control for possible novelty effects within a 

condition as interest in a presented mirror has been reported to decrease over time (Povinelli et al., 1993). 

(See Supplementary Materials for details.) 

 For each group, we calculated the total time when no individual was located within range of the 

large mirror and the mirror was potentially accessible by all individuals. Thus, we controlled for the 

possibility that – especially in larger groups – the amount of time an individual spent interacting with the 

large mirror was determined by the opportunity to access the mirror rather than by interest in MRB.    

Due to the small number of observations, a respective model with the proportion of SE as 

response did not converge. Alternatively, we conducted exact Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to test for the 

differences between the conditions for both the number of SE instances and the proportional duration of 

SE behavior and calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient r for effect sizes (Cohen, 1992).  

Statistical significance was assessed at the -level of .05. 

https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/AB_C_Vol8_3__Kopp_et_al_Supplementary.pdf
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Ethical Considerations 

 

This study was approved by the joint ethical committee of the Max Planck Institute for 

Evolutionary Anthropology and Leipzig Zoo, and by the curators and head keepers at the participating 

zoos in Berlin, Halle, Heidelberg, Magdeburg and Wuppertal. Animal husbandry and research comply 

with the EAZA Minimum Standards for the Accommodation and Care of Animals in Zoos and Aquaria 

and the WAZA Ethical Guidelines for the Conduct of Research on Animals by Zoos and Aquariums. 

Interactions with the mirrors were voluntary. The chimpanzees were never deprived of water, nor 

separated from their group due to our study. In general, there were no alterations to the daily feeding 

schedule. 

Results 

Ad (P1): More frequent and longer interactions with small rather than large mirrors 

 

Confirming our prediction, chimpanzees spent more time interacting with small mirrors than with 

the large mirror, with interaction times varying considerably across individuals (Table 1, Figure 1A). 

Overall, the full model was clearly significant as compared to the null model (likelihood ratio test, LRT: 

² = 24.77, df = 2, p < .001). Specifically, Condition had a significant effect with the proportion of time 

spent interacting with small mirrors being greater than with large mirrors (LRT: ² = 17.99, df = 1,  

p < .001). Also performing MRB was more likely with small rather than with large mirrors (zero-inflation 

component: z = -2.56, p = .011). Furthermore, the effect of Session was significant, with a greater 

proportion of MRB in the respective first sessions compared to the second sessions (LTR: ² = 7.33,  

df = 1, p = .007, Table 2, Figure 1A). 

 

Table 1 

Summary of Descriptive Statistics on MRB and SE (per Individual) for Both Test Conditions 

 

 Large Mirror Condition Small Mirror Condition 

 Absolute values (min) Proportions(1) Absolute values (min) Proportions(1) 

 Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR Mdn IQR 

Time spent on MRB  0.66 2.46 0.005 0.021 8.06 30.80 0.067 0.255 

Time spent on SE(2) 0.00 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.00 0.42 0.000 0.004 

Number of SE instances(2) 0.00 0.00 --- --- 0.00 1.50 --- --- 

 Average of absolute 

values 

Range of absolute 

values 

Average of absolute 

values 

Range of absolute 

values 

 M SD Min. Max. M SD Min. Max. 

Time spent on SE (min) 0.36 1.03 0.00 5.56 1.43 3.88 0.00 21.70 

Number of SE instances 1.13 2.74 0 12 3.28 8.71 0 53 
 

 (1) Proportion in test time per condition 
(2) In total, 20 individuals out of 47 engaged in SE, which explains a median being 0 for both conditions. To provide more 

information, the respective means and ranges are additionally reported. 
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Figure 1  

 

Comparison of the Proportion of Time Individuals Spent on MRB in General (A) and SE (B) per Condition 

 

 
 

Note. Boxplots: horizontal lines = medians, boxes = IQR, whiskers = minima and maxima; Points: individuals, dashed lines 

connect data points for the same individual. Asterisks indicate statistical significance (***p < .001; **p< .01) 

 

Table 2  

 

The Impact of Large vs. Small Mirrors on Chimpanzee Response(1)  

 

Conditional Model 

Response: Proportion of time spent on MRB 

Effect Estimate Standard Error CIlower CIupper 2 p 

Intercept -1.49 0.38 -2.23 -0.75  (2)     (2) 

Condition(3)  0.93 0.24 0.45 1.41 17.99 <.001 

Session(4) -0.52 0.19 -0.90 -0.15  7.33 .007 

Sex(3) -0.12 0.21 -0.54 0.29 0.33 .568 

Age(5) -0.05 0.13 -0.32 0.21 0.14 .705 

Zero-inflation Model 

Test for impact on likelihood for response being zero 

Effect Estimate Standard Error CIlower CIupper z value p 

Intercept -0.60 0.56 -1.69 0.50 (2) (2) 

Condition(3) -0.86 0.34 -1.52 -0.20 -2.56 .011 

Session(4) 0.11 0.33 -0.54 0.76 0.33 .742 

Sex(3) -0.25 0.37 -0.97 0.48 -0.67 .505 

Age(5) -0.22 0.18 -0.57 0.13 -1.24 .216 

 

(1) Full model results (zero-inflated Beta GLMM) for fixed effects: Estimated coefficients, standard error, confidence intervals 

(lower CI at 2.5%, upper CI at 97.5%), results of LRT (², p) and test statistics (z value and related p) 

(2) not shown because of having a very limited interpretation 
(3) Condition and Sex were dummy coded with Large mirror and Female, respectively, as the reference category 
(4) Session: continuous variable with first Session=1, second Session=2 
(5) Age was z-transformed. M ± SD of the original values: 347.28 ± 171.54 months of age (i.e., 29 ± 14 years of age) 
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There was no overt competition over access to either the large or the small mirrors. In particular, 

the area in front of the large mirror was unoccupied on average 73% of the total test time across groups 

(M ± SD = 0.73 ± 0.14). While seven males and two females (39% of males, 7% of females) performed 

dominance displays and/or brief instances of aggression (charge, hit, kick) towards the large mirror, no 

individual performed such behaviors towards the small mirrors.  

Despite the short time (4 x 1 hr), we observed the whole spectrum of MRB defined in the 

ethogram (See Table S2 and videos S1 and S2). Small mirrors were often held in changing angles and/or 

moved close to or around the face/body while intensely looking at the reflection, with or without 

accompanying contingent facial/body movements or SE of, e.g., teeth and tongue (Figure 2, videos S1 and 

S2). 

 
Figure 2  

 

Examples of Interactions with a Large Mirror (A) and with a Small Mirror (B)  

 

 
 

Note. For examples of the different types of mirror-related behavior, see videos S1 and S2. 

 

Ad (P2): More individuals engaged in SE with small rather than large mirrors 

 

As predicted, chimpanzees engaged in SE with small mirrors both significantly (a) more often 

and (b) for a longer time compared to the large mirror (Wilcoxon exact: (a) T+ = 30, N = 19 (28 ties),  

p = .007; effect size: r = .60; (b) T+ = 33, N = 20 (27 ties), p = .005; effect size: r = .60; Table 1, Figure 

1B). 

In total, we observed 207 instances of SE by 20 out of 47 individuals (43%) across all sessions 

with varying number and duration of SE (range of per capita number: 1-65 instances of SE, Mdn = 5,  

IQR = 11.25; range of SE duration: 1-444 s, Mdn = 10 s, IQR = 22 s). SE mainly consisted of exploration 

of face and mouth (90% of all SE instances).  

The number of individuals demonstrating SE differed between the two conditions (NLarge = 11, 

NSmall = 17). Eight individuals showed SE behavior in both conditions, three showed SE only in the Large 

mirror condition and nine only in the Small mirrors condition. Using differences in behavior expressed 

between conditions as a measure of false negatives, the Small mirrors condition thus produced a lower 

minimum number of false negatives (NMinFalseNeg = 3, 6.4%) than the Large mirror condition (NMinFalseNeg = 

9, 19.1%).  

https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S1MRB-not-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S2_SE-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S1MRB-not-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S2_SE-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S1MRB-not-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
https://www.animalbehaviorandcognition.org/uploads/files/Kopp-Video-S2_SE-considered-MSR-evidence.mp4
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Discussion 

In the current study, we compared the traditional MSR test setup using a stationary, body-sized 

mirror with an alternative setup using several portable, small hand mirrors. Corroborating our predictions, 

chimpanzees interacted more with the small mirrors than with the large mirror, reflected by a higher 

proportion of time spent with mirror-related behaviors and self-exploration. We found 12.8% more 

individuals engaging in SE with the small mirrors than with the large mirrors in the short period of only 

two hours for each condition. Taken together, our results support the hypothesis that this method provides 

a more sensitive measure to detect MSR ability in chimpanzees and potentially other species capable of 

maneuvering a mirror than the traditional approach. Including small, portable mirrors in standardized 

comparative MSR tests will likely help to verify and potentially re-assess variation in MSR previously 

found across and within species (de Veer & van den Bos, 1999; Gallup Jr. & Anderson, 2019).      

As predicted in (P1) and corroborating early scarce descriptions of the behavior of capuchins and 

chimpanzees (Anderson & Roeder, 1989; Köhler, 1926), our study revealed a substantially higher 

tendency of chimpanzees to interact with maneuverable hand mirrors compared to a stationary body-sized 

mirror. Being provided with unfamiliar, portable objects increases exploration and manipulation behavior 

in captive primates (Paquette & Prescott, 1988; Westergaard & Fragaszy, 1985). Carrying a mirror away 

from other chimpanzees to a place of their choice might facilitate intense mirror exploration with limited 

social distraction. This opportunity might be reduced with a large, stationary mirror either because 

dominant individuals can potentially monopolize it or because it is harder to position one’s body to 

observe difficult-to-see body parts in a large mirror than to maneuver the handheld mirror to observe 

stationary body parts. Related to the former, one might argue that the difference found was a result of 

having less opportunity to get access to the large stationary mirror, especially for bigger social groups, 

than to one of several small mirrors. However, our observations do not support this explanation. While 

small mirrors were frequently picked up, carried around and explored, the area in front of the large mirror 

remained completely unoccupied on average 73% of the test time across groups. This suggests that the 

observed difference is much more likely to be due to a greater interest in portable and maneuverable 

reflective objects compared to a large stationary reflective surface, rather than to limited access to the 

large mirror because of monopolization by particular individuals. Additionally, stationary mirrors force 

individuals to spend time in a predefined area to engage with them, something not all individuals are keen 

to do. Mobile mirrors allow for taking them to preferred spots and engaging with them at one’s own pace. 

Furthermore, the different size of the two mirror types in relation to the body size of a 

chimpanzee might have had an influence on their MRB. Unlike large mirrors, small mirrors do not reflect 

the whole body, thus, the social stimulus properties of mirror-images (Anderson & Roeder, 1989) should 

be less strong and therefore less likely to trigger aggressive or fearful responses, which might constrain 

mirror-related interactions, including SE (de Veer & van den Bos, 1999). Our finding that aggressive 

responses were directed only towards large mirrors, predominantly by adult males, supports this 

interpretation. This is important to consider when examining MSR abilities in species with aggressive 

tendencies towards rivals or potential mates. 

In accordance with our prediction (P2), we observed more individuals engaging in SE and for a 

greater proportion of time with the hand mirrors compared to the large mirrors. The chimpanzees were 

exploring and interacting more frequently and extensively with the small mirrors compared to the large 

ones. The small mirrors were directly accessible and could actively be manipulated and moved relative to 

one’s own body. In doing so, chimpanzees had potentially more and varying opportunities to investigate 

the reflective properties of the small mirrors and to detect contingencies between their own or other’s 

movements and the reflection compared to large mirrors (Gallup Jr., 1994; Reiss & Morrison, 2017). This 

in turn might have resulted in more spontaneous SE in the Small mirrors than in the Large mirror 

condition, an indicator of MSR in great apes (Anderson & Gallup Jr., 2015; Gallup Jr., 1970; Lethmate & 

Dücker, 1973; Povinelli et al., 1993). The objective of our study, however, was not to assess MSR abilities 

in chimpanzees, which has been done elsewhere (e.g., de Veer et al., 2003; Gallup Jr., 1970; Lin et al., 

1992; Mahovetz et al., 2016; Povinelli et al., 1993). Hence, we did not include control conditions to 
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determine MSR abilities, such as presenting mirror sized object without a reflective surface. Our aim was 

to compare the effects of the Large mirror condition and the Small mirror condition on mirror-related 

behaviors and thereby their suitability for MSR studies particularly in primates.  

In that respect, we suggest that maneuverable hand mirrors offer a better tool to identify 

spontaneous SE. When chimpanzees used the small mirrors for SE, they did not only touch otherwise not 

or barely visible body parts (the classic criterion for SE), but held the mirror, moved, and adjusted its 

position, presumably to see the target body part. These directed mirror movements in combination with 

manual exploration or actively opening of the mouth while looking at the reflection and following the 

mirror with the gaze, are less ambiguous criteria to distinguish SE from not-mirror-guided self-directed 

behavior (Heyes, 1994). Furthermore, the maneuverable small mirrors themselves had a highly reflective 

and a non-reflective side. This offered a possibility to control whether self-directed behavior was mirror-

guided or not by analyzing instances of self-directed behavior while looking at one side or the other.  

Given the short period of total mirror exposure in our study compared to other studies (e.g., 

Povinelli et al., 1993), it is notable that we observed spontaneous SE in 42.6% of the chimpanzees (with 

four immatures too young to show SE included in sample). However, we would not claim that we 

demonstrated compelling evidence for MSR in all these individuals, especially because some of them 

engaged in SE only once or twice and we did not include explicit control conditions. The point we want to 

make here is that those individuals that showed SE only once and especially with a small mirror are likely 

to demonstrate compelling evidence for MSR when studied with hand mirrors for a longer period of time.  

Our results revealed an increased interest in the mirrors in the second compared to the first 

condition, i.e., in the Small mirrors condition compared to the Large mirror condition, but a drop of 

interest in interacting with a mirror in the second session compared to the first session within conditions. 

These findings are in line with our expectations and previous reports of novelty effects, resulting in higher 

interest in interacting with novel objects and decreasing interest in the mirror over time in chimpanzees 

and other primates (Anderson & Roeder, 1989; Gallup Jr., 1994; Povinelli et al., 1993). In contrast, they 

do not suggest a substantial impact of a possible familiarity effect. We therefore argue that the greater 

number of individuals demonstrating SE and the higher proportion of time spent with SE in the Small 

mirrors condition compared to the Large mirror condition is more likely due to the substantially higher 

amount of interactions with the mirror – and thereby increased opportunity to learn about the mirror – 

than due to familiarity with the reflection accumulated during the presentation of the large mirror. 

However, future studies on MSR abilities need to consider these potential influences and include 

appropriate control measures.  

Finally, there are practical advantages of using small hand mirrors. The method is easy to apply in 

both simple mirror tests and the mark test (Gallup Jr., 1970). It is applicable in a social setting in the usual 

enclosure and offers enrichment opportunities (Cronin et al., 2017). It is suitable for tests in various 

primate species and potentially in other species capable of maneuvering a small mirror, as the size and 

weight of the mirrors can be adapted to species-specific characteristics.  

However, we are aware that the method proposed here is not generally applicable across different 

taxa, because being able to hold and maneuver the mirror – either by hand, trunk or other means – is a 

predisposition, which is not or not easily fulfilled in many species of interest, e.g., in marine mammals, 

canines, ungulates without a trunk or birds (Vonk, 2020). While acknowledging this limitation, we 

suggest that the proposed method has the potential to inform comparative research and to draw more 

representative data of the capacity to recognize oneself in the mirror than large-mirror setups, not only in 

chimpanzees, but across the primate order and potentially other species able to maneuver a hand mirror. 

Adequate cross-species methods are needed to aid our understanding of the evolutionary origins of human 

self-awareness. 
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